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The faces of Chancellor Sam Schuman, Nancy Schuman and Maddy Maxeiner '76, associate vice chancellor for 
external relations, reflect the enthusiastic ovation ofUMM friends, faculty, staff and students who gathered November 
29 to hear Chancellor Schuman announce that UMM has reached and surpassed its Campaign Minnesota fundraising 
goal of $6 million: "We are building, inch by inch,foot by foot, dollar by dollar, the secure foundation of the future of this 
wonderful college. We are making a gift in perpetuity. We honor the excellence of the learners and teachers of today by 
promising that tomorrow we will continue the good and important work of top quality liberal learning." 
See story on page 3 [photo by Tom Foley] 
"Restless on our La,urels ... " 
by Chancellor Sam Schuman during the Campaign Minnesota celebration on November 29 
Meeting the ambitious goal of our first major capital more deeply, that UMM really~ a public liberal arts 
campaign at UMM is an exciting moment. Even more college of national stature and distinction. We are in 
energizingisthefactthatwestillhavenearlyayearand the major leagues when it comes to our people and 
a half left in the time allotted for the University of programs, and we have built our confidence in our 
Minnesota "Campaign Minnesota" to move way, way ability to put ourselves at that level when it comes to 
above our $6 million target. Our aspirations rise for institutional advancement and support, too. 
First, our needs continue to escalate. Competition for 
the very best students grows more intense each year, 
and UMM's scholarship program must keep pace with 
the ever-increasing opportunities at some of the most 
selective private liberal arts colleges, and in some of the 
most prestigious schools of the large regional public 
universities. Similarly, we must support our splendid 
faculty and staff at a very high level, to attract and to 
retain the highest quality scholar/teachers. 
Second, we have learned in this campaign to raise our 
sights, to come to understand more fully, and to believe 
The mounting success of our campaign will help deter-
mine the success of our student and faculty recruitment 
and retention rate; it will increase the visibility and 
respect of UMM throughout the University of Minne-
sota, the state, the region and the nation; it will help 
guarantee that we have the kind of first class facilities 
and programs our first class people deserve. 
For all this we are grateful and happy, but I think we 
dare not rest on our laurels. The better we do - and we 
have done very well indeed - the more restless. even 
relentless we must be to do even better. 
Presidents Club, Campaign leaders and special guests gathered November 29 in Briggs Library to hear the 
exciting news of UMM's Campaign Minnesota goal. [photo by Tom Foley] 
Chance u,2-cedNovem.'l} 
the University of as reached and ~urg 
Campaign Minn g goal of $0 Inltlion. 
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Tb n-
nouncement come t'.ml s'folmwmg the campaign's kick 
off, and 18 months pnor to its o c1 cone usion. 
University of Minnesota President Mark Yudof com-
mended UMM for its commitment to providing an accessible, 
affordable, outstanding liberal arts education by emphasizing 
scholarships as its primary Campaign Minnesota priority. UMM 
has raised over $1. 7 million in private giving fornew scholarships, 
gifts that will directly affect UMM students. 
Said Yudof: "Providing an excellent undergraduate ex-
perience for U niversity of Minnesota students is a fundamental 
principle in my academic initiatives. UMM has been recognized 
repeatedly, at a national levd, for creating an environment dedi-
cated to the undergraduate experience. Your professors are de-
voted to teaching and inspiring their students. Your students are 
high achievers, ambitious and actively engaged in the learning 
process. The energy you-lJMM's supporters-have invested in 
this enterprise is reflected in your campaign results. You care about 
this place, about these people. And you've supported UMM with your time, your 
talents and your gifts. I thank you. The University thanks you." 
During a gala public reception in the Humanities Fine Arts Gallery, 
Schuman also expressed hi s thanks to UMM' s many friends and pledged his 
commitment to continuing t:o work for UMM' s tradition of excellence in liberal 
education. "We are building, inch by inch, foot by foot, dollar by dollar, the secure 
foundation of the future of this wonderful college. We are making a gift in perpetuity. 
We honor the excellence of the learners and teachers of today by promising that 
tomorrow we will continue the good and important work of top quality liberal 
learning." 
UMM intends to exceed its initial $6 million Campaign Minnesota goal by 
$1.5 million during the remaining months of the campaign. Maddy Maxeiner, 
associate vice chancellor for external relations and UMM' s chief development 
officer, announced that UMM will encourage continued philanthropic giving to 
Campaign Minnesota priorities: scholarships, faculty and staff support, Edson 
Auditorium renovation and the new Strategic Investments fund. She addressed the 
group saying: "Campaign 1\llinnesota has been a wonderful opportunity for UMM to 
tell its story, and a wonderful story it is, of steadfastness to our mission and of 
perseverance in building a national reputation. We are at a high point in our history, 
a history of many defining moments including Campaign Minnesota. We ' 11 continue 
building on the momentum and the success that you have helped us achieve." 
R 
L-R, Delmar 'Bud' Rentz '93 and Colleen Rentz, Les Bensch '59 
and Bette Bensch. Bud is the Morris and regional committee co-
chair for Campaign Minnesota, along with Warrenn Anderson 
'73. Les is the Campaign Minnesota chair representing the West 
Central School of Agriculture. [photo by Tom Foley] 
"Celebrating our success in this way," Maxeiner continued, "with our 
UMM friends and our UMM family, is an appropriate beginning to the next phase of 
our campaign: Setting our sights on achieving a spectacularly successful campaign 
conclusion on June 30, 2003, and fully funding all of our Campaign Minnesota 
priorities. Your gifts are transforming this college campus." 
Reid LeBeau, president of the campus student association, responded to 
Schuman's announcement by stating: "UMM students are amazed and excited by the 
generosity of UMM alumni, faculty, staff and friends. Every student who attends 
w oene t from ese gifts, now an in ilie 
Campaign Minnesota is an all-University of Minnesota fundraising pro-
gram providing giving opportunities to U ofM alumni, friends , faculty, staff, parents, 
businesses and foundations. UMM's goal is part of the U of M's $1.3 billion all-
University goal. 
- Judy Korn '95 
In 1949, a flat-roofed addition was built on the north side of the 1920 structure 
to house a sloped auditorium that was used for animal demonstrations and 
showings by the West Central School of Agriculture. The auditorium is still 
fond] y known as the "Cow Palace." In 197 5, the interiorof the Social Sciences 
building was remodeled. An elevator (no longer adequate for 2001 accessi-
bility codes) and a stair tower were added to the rear of the building. Most 
recently, in 1993, the psychology lab in the basement was remodeled. 
As one of the three most-used general classrooms facililties on campus, 
virtually every UMM student will study and learn in this facility. Social 
science majors make up over 40 percent of each UMM graduating class. 
After considerable preparation, UMM is ready to launch its request to the 
2002 Legislature fortlle rehabilitation of the Social Science building. The cost 
to renovate 24,868 gross square feet and to construct a small, second-story 
addition to house faculty office space is estimated at $8 million. 
Rehabilitation plans: 
• Replace heating, cooling ventilation, lighting, sound and electrical 
systems 
• Remodel the auditorium for handicapped accessibility and improved 
• Construct ADA accessible faculty office space 
• Remodel classrooms for new teaching techniques that include 
information and multimedia technologies, computer workstations and 
small working groups 
For more information regarding the Social Science Rehabilitation Project, contact: Office of External Relations, 312 Behmler Hall, 600 East Fourth Street, 
Morris MN 56267, ummexternal@mrs.umn.edu, 320-589-6386, www.mrs.umn.edu. 
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Shake Your Eoot: A Celebiation f Rural Life 
Life on a rural cam us in west central Minnesota may surprise some: it doesn't ahyays fit tbeister 
a challenge, a st: if place - of growing · g where one is plan (1'tchieving one's d 
ype. Rural living is a celebration; it's 
ms, being lauded by one's peers, and 
affirming 
Students in instructor Argie Manolis ' ColJege Writing and Introduction 
to Creative Writing courses didn ' t have their eye on the prize 
when they engaged Alzheimer' s residents of the Villa of St. 
Francis in Morris in their class service learning project. None-
theless, the class is one of 10 statewide recipients this year of a 
Minnesota Student Service A ward. 
The award was presented to Manolis, and students 
Michael Moore and Annie Olson, representing the more than 50 
UMM students who participated in the project, by Lieutenant 
Governor Mae Schunk at the Minnesota State Fair. Villa activi-
ties director, Lisa Denzer, nominated the class for the award. 
Throughout the semester, students met weekly at the 
Villa with elderly people suffering from Alzheimer' s disease or 
other cognitive difficulties. They planned and conducted activi-
ties designed to help residents reminisce about the distant past, 
stimulate residents' senses and language use, and validate 
residents' stories. 
Students in composition courses read and wrote about 
social issues related to aging and dementia, and completed a 
series of journals about the experience. Students in creative 
writing wrote "found poetry" using the residents ' words. These 
"found poems" reflect family stories, stories of rural Minnesota 
from the last century, and the difficulties and joys of growing 
older. The books of poetry and final student reflections, titled 
Shake Your Foot: A Celebration of Rural Life, were given to the 
residents and their caretakers and family members. 
The title for the publication was derived from a conversation 
with three of the residents that is recorded within the book, 
titled "The Bedtime Dance": 
Go home and get covered up and go to bed 
And shake your foot. 
No dancing ... 
I dance! 
I wouldn 't ever say I danced if I didn't! 
Annie Olson, Argie Manolis, Lt. Gov. Mae Schunk, Lisa Denzer, Michael Moore 
"Each of the residents taught me something," remarked one stu-
dent. " ... to look beyond the exterior coatings of things .. . to live life to the 
fullest. .. that not everything needs to be put into words for people to know 
what you mean." 
Said another: "I believe the whole experience was something I wilJ 
keep close to me for a long time .. .I feel there is no exact way someone could 
me~ure how welJ it went. I just know that when we were [at the Villa], our 
interaction with [the residents] made them smile and feel good. That alone 
sounds like a successful project to me." 
An affirmati 
gold with red, 
Students, staff and 
response to the Sep 
d 
Third Floor Behmler Hall staff on Red, White and Blue Day, top to bottom: Darla 
Peterson, Jenny Quam, Mary Zosel, Nancy Mooney, Carrie Grussing, Melody 
Veenendaal. [photo by Rebecca Webb] 0 
needed their services. Ribbons of support were made available 
in the Student Center by Peer Health Educators and Third Ear 
student organizations. A writing board was set up on which 
the campus community could express reactions and feelings. 
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Katie Downing/women's wrestling champion 
Senior women's wrestler Katie Downing returned to the United States 
from France as the lone American crowned as World Cup Champion. Downing 
was selected to represent the United States in the First Annual Women's World 
Cup November 2-4, 2001. She is also the only wrestler who went undefeated 
throughout the competition at 68 kilos/ 149.75 pounds. Downing pinned the first 
four opponents in a total time of 4:08. She then won by injury default over Mimi 
Sugawara of Japan and by a 9-4 decision over Caroline Dos Santos of France. 
Downing is a 1999 Junior World Si.Iver Medalist and on the U.S. National Team 
for her third year. The World Cup is a dual meet tournament with the best 
women's teams in the world, wrestling in a round-robin format. Individual 
wrestlers were honored based upon win-loss records during the tournament. 
Kevin Flicker/ceramist 
contributions to CCE students. 
Sarah Howes/vocalist 
Senior Sarah Howes, Glenwood, won first place in her division at the national vocal competition for NATS (National Association 
of the Teachers of Singing). Howes competed in the 
Mia Swift '02 contributed to the articles on 
these pages. 
[photo by Rebecca Webb J page 5 
Nominations sought for 
UMM Distinguished Alumni Awards 
UMM alumni have made noteworthy contributions in their professional lives, to 
public service, or in service to the University, thus reflecting favorably upon 
UMM. The UMM Alumni Association board of directors announces it has 
established annual awards to 
honor those alumni who have 
distinguished themselves. 
The alumni board appreciates 
you taking a few moments to 
consider those who might be 
deserving of these awards . 
Your nominations and sug-
gestions are important to cel-
ebrate the accomplishments 
of the UMM community. 
Recipient Selection Criteria: 
Persons seeking to nominate alumni for this award should describe for the 
selection committee how the nominee meets one or more of the following criteria: 
1. Has the nominee demonstrated exemplary service to UMM? If so, how? 
2. Has the nominee distin-
guished himself/herself by 
making significant contribu-
tions to his/her profession 
over a long period of time, 
thus reflecting favorably on 
UMM? If so, how? 
3. Has the nominee distin-
guished himself/herself by 
making significant contribu-
tions to their community or 
to public service over a long 
period of time thus reflect-
ing favorably on UMM? If 
so, how? 
Nominees must be UMM 
alumni and may be nominated 
by anyone. A selection com-
mittee comprised of UMM 
alumni will make a recom-
men da ti o n to the UMM 
Alumni Association Board of 
Directors . The Board of Di-
rectors will name the recipi-
ents. 
The Distinguished Alumni 
A wards will be announced 
during Student Honors and 
Howard Hecht '92 and Sara Persons '00 returned to UMM for the Alumni Career Fair. 
Hecht is a group leader and senior network engineer. Persons, a network engineer, 
attended the Alumni Career Fair as a student and now is employed with the company 
represented by alumni at the Fair. Both work for West Group. 
4. Has the nominee distin-
guished himself/herself by 
making significant contribu-
tions to humanitarian efforts 
over a long period of time 
thus reflecting favorably on 
UMM? If so, how? 
A wards Day in May. Presentation will occur at Homecoming during the annual 
meeting of the Alumni Association. Honorees will be invited to visit and speak 
to classes in the discipline of their major or a related discipline, if appropriate. Each 
will receive a framed certificate. A record of recipients, including a photo of each, 
will be kept in the Office of Alumni Relations. 
Nomination process: Call for nominations - December 1; Deadline for receipt of 
nominations - February 15; Nominations forwarded to selection committee -
March 1; Recommendations of selection committee to UMMAA Board before 
April Meeting; Letter to Honorees and to Nominators - May 1. 
Complete and submit a nomination form no later than February 15. Nominators 
Nominations should include no more than three letters of recommendation. A should take care to address the award criteria when writing a nomination. 
person who is not selected may be nominated again in subsequent years. 
Picture this ... 
Homecoming 2001 
... Minority Mentorship Program 
one-on-one ... 
Homecoming Royalty: Ryan Brux, 
Patrick Woods, Ashley LaLiberte, 






West Central School of Agriculture 
Winter Alumni Reunion 
Superstition Mall, Mesa, Ariz. 
UMM Alumni Association Board of Directors Meeting 
Minneapolis 
UMM Mid-Winter Event, Gasthof zur Gemutlichkeit 
2300 University Ave. NE, Minneapolis, 5:30 - 7:30 pm 
Alumni, parents, faculty, staff are welcome. Hosted by the 
UMM Alumni Association. 
Chicai~o Children's Choir 
7:30 pm, Edson Auditorium 
Fifty-five extraordinary children, ages JO to 18, perform 
music that "nourishes and ministers to people." For ticket 




Pianist Butch Thompson and trumpeter Vaughn Nark take 
the Edson stage. For ticket information, call the Office of 
Student Activities, 320-589-6080. Performing Arts Series 
season ticket holders will receive their ticket order form in 
the mail. 
You may submit a nomination via the Alumni Association web page at 
www.mrs.umn.edu/alumni or call the Office of Alumni Relations, 320-589-





... Cougar Quad participants ... 
... Alisande Allaben, 
external relations, in the 
Mardi Gras spirit! 
UMM Alumni Association Board of Directors Meeting 
Morris 
Alumni Jazz Fest Reception 
Home of Thom ' 92 and Kris Howden, 311 E Third St, 
Morris 
Third Annual Dance/Fundraiser 
Glenwood Lakeside Ballroom 
Faculty emeriti Jim Gremmels [English] and Jack Imholte 
[history] will again host this annual fun fes t. Proceeds go 
toward the Humanities Phase III Project Fund. 
Tinman Triathlon 
The 19th annual event includes a I K swim, 30K bike ride 
and JOK run. To participate, contact Student Activities, 
320-589-6080. Watch for details. 
Student Honors and Awards, 7 pm 
May 10 Commencement, 4 pm 
July 20-21 West Central School of Agriculture All-School Reunion 
September 21 Homecoming 
Football 
Eric Coleman, senior defensive end from Apopka (Fla.) High School, was 
selected to the third team Arthur Ashe Jr. Sports Scholars 2001. Black Issues In 
Higher Education in 1992 established the Sports Scholars Award to honor 
undergraduate students of color who exemplify the standards set by tennis great 
Arthur Ashe, Jr. Coleman has been involved in the Student Athlete Advisory 
Committee at UMM, and TREC (Tutoring, Reading, Enabling Children), helping 
Morris area elementary children with meaningful tutoring and mentoring experi-
ences. He was also on the Athletic Director Review Committee this past year. 
Coleman, with a fall 2000 GPA of3.58 and a cumulative GPA of3.20, is a liberal 
arts for the human services major. 
Linebacker Shaun Maloney, Osakis, was mentioned in the November 2 Minne-
apolis Star Tribune Spo1ts Weekend section. The 5-11, 235-pound senior was in 
on 30 tackles during the Minnesota State, Moorhead game. At the Star Tribune's 
writing, Maloney was tied for the NSIC lead in tackles, averaging 7.6 per game. 
Maloney also placed on the second team - defense on the All-Conference NSIC 
squad, along with defensive tackle Corey Karle, a junior from Bakersfield, Calif. 
Defensive back Stephen Moore, sophomore from Mirmeapolis, was named 
Honorable Mention. Football finished with a 0-11 overall season record; 0-8 in 
the NSIC. 
Volleyball 
Kimi Bragdon finished with 346 kills, putting her in ninth place in the Cougar 
record book for most kills in a season, and Katie Hyndman, Sartell , had 54 ace 
serves for the year, putting her in a three-way tie for third with Jill (Pollard) 
Stevens '97 and Robin (Koltes) Albert '90. The Cougars finished the year at 6-
25, 1-17 in the NSIC. Three seniors will graduate this year: Kimi Bragdon, 
Baudette; Missey Henton, Fairmont; and Steph Swick, Vermillion, S.D. 
Soccer 
The Cougar soccer team placed one member on the All-Conference team and two 
on the Honorable Mention team. Sophomore midfielder Rebecca Witters, 
Colorado Springs, Colo. , was selected first team All-Conference for the second 
straight year. Nichole Rick, Colorado Springs, sophomore de-
fense, and freshman forward Mari Sandom, Hudson, Wis ., were 
named Honorable Mention. The season-ending record was at 6-13-
1 overall, 3-5-1 in the NSIC. 
Men's Basketball 
After three years of looking up at the rest of the NSIC, the Cougar 
men' s basketball squad is ready to make a move upward and to start 
a new era of Cougar excellence. With 10 new players, eight of 
whom are freshmen, Cougar basketball fans will see a new look and 
many new faces for Coach Jim Severson' s seventh year at the helm 
of the basketball program. Look for key returners Sean Severson, 
Menomonee Falls, Wis.; Chris Haberling, Miller, S.D.; and 
Dustin Eggers, Maple Plain. 
Women's Basketball 
Athletics Update -----
Mark Fohl, Director of Athletics 
Mark Fohl 
The highlight of the fall golf season was 
the accomplishment of Paul Martin, 
sophomore from Little Falls, in becom-
ing the first golfer in UMM history to 
win medallist honors in the NSIC Men's 
Golf Championship held in early Octo-
ber at Greystone Golf Club in Sauk 
Centre. Martin shot 75-76 to win the 
championship by two strokes. 
There are signs of the expected im-
provement in the competitive ability of 
our athletic programs as a result of 
awarding athletic aid. The talent of this 
year's volleyball and soccer teams is 
much improved, and we are optimistic 
that the basketball teams will also be 
more competitive. 
The football program has continued to 
struggle to win games, but we antici-
pated that it would take longer for the 
football program because of the num-
ber of players involved. We are com-
mitted to continuing to work hard to 
have programs that contend for confer-
ence championships. 
An athletics consultant has been hired 
to help develop a strategic plan for 
UMM's athletic program. Betsy Alden 
of Alden & Associates will be on cam-
pus spring semester to do an evaluation 
of our program, which will result in the 
establishment of goals and objectives 
for changes in the athletic department. 
We welcome a few new staff members 
this year. Dwayne Pelham has been 
hired as an assistant football coach, and 
Ray Bowman has been hired as an as-
sistant athletic trainer. Todd Neuharth, 
head athletic trainer, left UMM at the 
end of the fall semester to take a faculty 
position at the University of Maine, 
Presque Isle. A search for Todd' s re-
placement will be conducted during the 
spring semester. 
Congratulations to Duane Koslowski 
and Randy Schwegel for their induc-
tion into the NSIC Hall of Fame last 
summer. Willis Kelly was also inducted 
posthumously. The NSIC Hall of Fame 
was created to honor outstanding 
achievements by athletes, coaches and 
administrators in what were the North-
ern Intercollegiate Conference for men 
and the Northern Sun Conference for 
women. 
The rebuilding continues for the women ' s basketball program. 
Second-year head coach Tad Banker welcomes six new faces to the 
program as four freshmen and two transfer students come to 
campus. Key ren1rners are Kimi Bragdon, Baudette; Stacy 
Nordgren, Buffalo; Eric:a Arends, Sioux Falls, S.D.; and Karyl 
Biegler, Timber Lake. 
They've still got it! Alumni basketball players shake hands with members of this year's 
men's basketball team following the November 10 Alumni Basketball Game held at the 
P.E. Center. Current students edged alumni, 104-98. 
Women's Wrestling 
Women's wrestling collected their third title of the year so far, this time as the host 
of the UMM Women's Open held in December. The Cougar women were led by 
Katrina Betts, Keli Hinton, and Katie Downing, all of whom won championship 
honors. Downing spmts a 9-3 record and a World Cup title this season. 
Men's Wrestling 
Junior co-captain Joel Fugle berg, Roseau, and sophomore Dante Lewis, Omaha, 
Neb. , were the lone Cougars to place in the always tough St. Cloud State 
Invitational. Fugleburg placed 5th at 149 pounds, and Lewis defaulted out to place 
6th at 125 pounds. A number of Cougar wrestlers looked tough and recorded 
victories including Todd Sanchez, Wichita, Kan., at 133, Jeremy Glende, 
Medford, at 141 , and Gn~gg Stephens, New Hope, at 174 pounds. Cougar men 's 
wrestling boasts 25 Academic All-Americans since 1996. 
eo1:1gar elub 
TheCougarClubprovides individuals ap~ bus· s an opnortunity to u port 
student-athletes in their athletic and academic e at UMM:The Co lub 
goal is to provide financial resources for UMM athletes through the Special 
Talent Scbolarsh~ Fund and to increase public' support for our teams as they 
epresentthe U ty o esota,~orris. 
Cougar Club members are key players 
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UMM named one of the 
nation's best public colleges 
UMM has been named one of the nation ' s top five 
public liberal arts colleges in U.S. News & World 
Report's 2002 rankings of America's best colleges. 
UMM wins high marks for value, student achievement, 
small class sizes, and commitment to teaching. The 
report affirms UMM' s reputation for quality and brings 
the college valuable state and national attention. 
"I'm proud that we are seen as a national-caliber liberal 
arts college, proud of being in that small class," says 
UMM Chancellor Sam Schuman. "It's rare for institu-
tions of our type to make it into this group." UMM is 
the only public liberal arts college in the Midwest to be 
included in the national liberal arts college category. 
UMM's alumni, friends, and benefactors "should feel 
very good about this news," Schuman adds. The 
ranking "clearly recognizes that UMM is playing in the 
major leagues. And we're playing well there." 
First in commihnent to t,iaching ... 
Among top "publics," UMM scored first in the per-
centage of faculty who teach full time. That's an 
important measure of quality, Schuman says. "It shows 
we don' t cut comers in terms of our instructional staff." 
John F. Schwaller, UMM academic dean, agrees : Full-time teachers have "a greater 
sense of responsibility for the curriculum and the students." And because they don't 
"come in for one class and leave," he says, UMM teachers can devote more time to 
students. 
During the last six years, UMM has increased the number of teachers in every academic 
division. Full-time-equivalent teaching positions are up nine percent since 1995, to 
130. And nearly all UMM teachers hold the highest degree awarded in their fields, 
another important measure of quality. 
Student achievements ... 
UMM students earn high marks for achievement, contributing to the rigorous academic 
climate at UMM. More than 40 percent of freshman placed in the top 10 percent of their 
high school classes. One-fourth scored above 27 on the ACT college entrance exam. 
UMM also attracts a diverse student body. People of color compose nearly 16 percent 
of students, making UMM "the most diverse public college in the state, with the 
exception of Metro State University," Schwaller says. 
UMM compares well with public liberal arts colleges in other measures of quality, too, 
including average class size and rates of alumni giving. 
UMM's four-year graduation rate is excellent compared to other public institutions. 
"But we' re not as good as the private colleges, and it's an area where we are making 
a prodigious effort to improve," Schuman says. 
Quality at an affordable price ... 
In value, UMM is second to none, Schuman says. "We are priced between a half and 
a quarter of most private institutions of our caliber." Affordability matters, Schuman 
says, because UMM's mission is a public mission. 
"We talk a lot about what it means to be a liberal arts college. But we don' t talk as much 
about what it means to be a public college. A big part of what it means is access : we 
are a place that is accessible to excellent students, regardless of their financial 
background or educational sophistication." 
Smart start 
UMM's distinctive First-Year Seminar gets freshmen 
off to a strong start 
In a ditch on the South Pacific island of Fiji, UMM professor Jon Anderson ate one of 
the most memorable meals of his life. 
Anderson was walking in th.e Fiji countryside when he met some workers making lunch 
over a fire at the edge of a sugar cane field. The men invited Anderson to eat with them. 
The food they shared was simple - roasted tapioca root, juice, fruit. But for both 
Anderson and his hosts, that simple meal was a window to new worlds. The men talked 
about their work harvesting sugar cane by hand; Anderson astonished them with tales 
of fishing on frozen lakes. 
Food is a complex expression of social customs, values, ~d beliefs, says Anderson, 
an expert in biostatistics. "Why do different areas of the world eat different foods? 
What can diets and food rituals tell us about people? What are the roles of men and 
women in food production, preparation, consumption?" These and other interesting 
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questions about food and culture prompted 
Anderson to venture beyond his field of 
statistics to create a new, interdisciplinary 
class. Diversity and Food was one of 20 
unusual courses offered fall semester as 
part of First-Year Seminar, UMM's dis-
tinctive program for freshmen. 
All First-Year seminars explore human 
diversity, approaching the theme from a 
variety of disciplines, says Leslie Meek 
'89, professor of psychology and co-coor-
dinator of the program. Topics this year 
included the American comic strip, music 
along the Mississippi, and stories of immi-
grants. The courses "serve as a very nice 
introduction to the liberal arts philoso-
phy," Meek says. 
Classes are small - usually about 15 
students. The instructional format is dis-
cussion and shared inquiry. This lets fresh-
men "get to know one professor and a 
small group of students very quickly," 
Meek says, creating a sense of camarade-
rie and belonging. 
That camaraderie is evident in Anderson 's 
food class. On a day in November, the 
class is discussing the cultural assump-
tions that underlie 1950s advertisements 
for Campbell's Soup. Three students have made up a fiendishly hard quiz game based 
on ideas from the week's reading. Round after round, they cheerfully stump their 
classmates and sometimes even their teacher, who acknowledges that the course is a 
challenge for him, too. 
First-Year Seminar culminates in a day-long celebration, called Jamboree, in which 
students share what they' ve learned with the rest of the freshman class. "It's noisy, it's 
raucous, it's colorful, it's incredibly interesting and pure fun," Meek says. 
The three-year-old program is expensive, requiring about 40 sections. But it's 
important to get freshmen off to a good start, Meek says. "The college has committed 
the resources for a quality first-year experience." 
And that pays dividends in student satisfaction. Preliminary data shows that retention 
of freshmen is up substantially this year, Academic Dean John F. Schwaller says. 
Smaller is better 
Small classes are the rule at UMM 
About 1890, a young American businessman named B.C. Wiltse moved west from 
Saginaw, Mich., eventually settling in the tiny mining town of Grangeville, Idaho, in 
1898. 
Over the next nine years, the entrepreneurial Mr. Wiltse staked a gold mine, operated 
a hotel, and started a dry goods store. He lost his wife, remarried, and went into 
business with his brother-in-law, who proved both unlucky and unsuccessful. In 1907, 
he moved west again, to Spokane, where he and his partner invested the princely sum 
of $250,000 in a fancy hotel that went belly-up within a year. 
This fall , students in Harold Hinds' family history class reconstructed Mr. Wiltse' s 
story from nothing but newspaper clippings. Guided by Hinds, students pulled 
pertinent details from news articles, society columns, legal notices, even advertise-
ments. Within an hour, the group had created an authentic historical narrative of an 
American pioneer, and had identified a dozen more sources of information about the 
energetic Mr. Wiltse, who happens to be Hinds' great-grandfather. 
For the 13 students in the class, it was a lively, hands-on exercise in the professional 
historian's craft. Would such an exercise have worked in a bigger class? Not as well, 
says Hinds, an award-winning teacher and author of several books on Latin American 
popular culture. Hinds is now writing a new book on family history. 
In classes larger than about 20, he says, it's very hard to have the kind of give-and-take 
that engaged his family history students. "The Socratic method, where there's a dialog 
between student and professor, is the heart of good education," Hinds says. "And that 
can only happen effectively in small classes." 
Small classes are the rule at UMM. About 70 percent of courses have fewer than 20 
students, says UMM Academic Dean, John F. Schwaller. "We do have some large 
classes," Schwaller says. However, just four percent of courses at UMM have more 
than 50 students. 
In the last decade, UMM has made significant reductions in class sizes, lowering the 
[ continued on page 9] 
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average by 25 percent - from 24 students to 18. Lower division class sizes have 
dropped 23 percent since 1992, to an average of25 students per class. Upper division 
class sizes have shrunk even more, dropping by one-third, to an average of about 11 
students per class. 
This means UMM professors know their students personally, Schwaller says, and 
"they have time to work with them individually." The old saw is still true, he adds: "The 
best education is one-on-one." 
Warrior for justice 
UMM student Isaiah Brokenleg is committed to the 
fight for social justice 
[photo on page one of this issue] 
Isaiah Brokenleg's Lakota name - Tokala Ehake - means Last Warrior. 
"The last warrior was the person who stayed behind to make sure everyone got away 
safely," says the UMM sophomore. Brokenleg takes his Indian name to heart. Since 
his teens, he ' s been deeply involved in the fight for social justice. 
Brokenleg's commitment to justice was forged in adversity. A member of the Lakota 
Sioux tribe, he spent time as a youth on the Rosebud Indian Reservation in South 
Dakota, where his grandfather was an Episcopal minister. "It's a very beautiful place," 
says Brokenleg, 24 years old. "But there's terrible poverty and social problems." 
When he was 14, Brokenleg left Rosebud and went to live with his father in Seattle. 
But soon, intense family conflicts left him homeless. He ended up in a youth shelter, 
where he lived for three years while attending the American Indian Heritage School 
in Seattle. 
In high school, Brokenleg got involved in social activism when he was affiliated with 
the American Friends Service Committee, the action branch of the Quaker Church, and 
served on an AFSC advisory board. He did a lot of speaking in Seattle high schools to 
promote tolerance. 
After graduating from high school in 1995, Brokenleg worked in Seattle homeless 
shelters, teaching practical :skills such as cooking, aniflending a sympatfietic ear to 
troubled youngsters. Later, he became an outreach worker for Youth Care, a Seattle 
non-profit that runs drop-in centers, a school, clinic, and other services for young 
people. 
"I loved working with youth," Brokenleg says. "It was very rewarding. Here were all 
these terrible things going on, and this was something concrete I could do to help." 
After working with homeless kids for nearly six years, Brokenleg decided to go to 
college. He wanted to attend a small school in the Midwest, and a high school counselor 
suggested Morris. UMM' s tuition waiver for qualified American Indian students made 
college possible for him, financially. 
At UMM, where he is a pre-med student, Brokenleg continues to work for social 
causes. He is active in Circle of Nations Indian Association, United Latinos, and E-
Quality. He's also a peer educator, leading workshops for the Office of Residential 
Life. And last August, he represented the American Friends Service Committee at the 
U. N. World Conference Against Racism in Durban, South Africa. "That was a 
wonderful and amazing experience. There was so 
much to learn." 
Brokenleg hopes to become a doctor and wants to work 
on an Indian reservation or with the homeless. He's not 
much interested in wealth or material success, he says. 
Rather, "When I die, I want people to say, 'Isaiah made 
the world better. ' " 
Feeling at home 
UMM's Minority Student Program 
helps retain top students of color 
Rose Torres remembers the day she registered for her 
freshman classes at UMM. "I said to my mom, 'Every-
body here has blonde hair and blue eyes!' " 
Torres, a senior from El Paso, Texas, is one of only 26 
Latino students at UMM this year. Adjusting to a 
small, predominantly white Midwestern college can 
be difficult for students of color, who compose about 
16 percent ofUMM's student body. But Torres felt at 
home right away, she says, mainly because of the 
friendships she formed with teachers and students 
through the Minority Student Program. 
percent of her El Paso high school class of 640. A family friend told her about "this 
really nice college in Minnesota," and put her in touch with UMM alum Carlos Gallego 
'95 of Waconia. Later -
small world - Torres dis-
covered that her high school 
math teacher, Debby 
McDonald '88, was also a 
UMMalum. 
"Ms. McDonald was so ex-
cited when she heard I might 
go to UMM. She started tell-
ing me all about the aca-
demics, and that really in-
terested me. I sent in my 
application, and they said, 
'Yes, we want you to come 
to UMM.' " Torres arrived 
on campus early to partici-
pate in Gateway, a four-
week orientation program 
for minority students. 
Gateway is the centerpiece 
of UMM's Minority Stu-
dent Program, says Rickey 
Hall, director. "It helps stu-
dents get connected right 
away with a group of friends Rose Torres [photo by Tom Foley] 
and with staff and faculty. 
We also introduce students to the state of Minnesota and to west central Minnesota," 
which helps offset feelings of isolation, Hall says. 
Torres enjoyed the program so much she later served as a Gateway student mentor. She 
also participated in several student clubs, including United Latinos, Women of Color, 
and Alpha and Omega. 
Last year, Torres studied the literature of Mexican-Americans, an experience that 
affected her deeply. She took Chicano Literature from UMM English professor Debra 
Blake. Reading these new writers "was eye-opening for me," says Torres, a psychol-
ogy major who plans-to-be-a-.social workel'-m a sch00l guidance counselor."A lot of 
what they wrote about, I had come in contact with." 
That literature class led Torres to seek a Minority Mentorship with Blake, who is 
writing a book on Chicana feminist authors. "I wanted to get some experience in 
research, and I also wanted a closer relationship with a professor." Under Blake's 
guidance, Torres is studying attitudes about domestic violence in Mexico and the 
United States. This spring, she hopes to present her work at a national undergraduate 
research symposium. 
Both Gateway and Minority Mentorship are aimed at improving minority student 
retention and graduation. And these programs are helping, according to Hall. The six-
year graduation rate for UMM students of color who completed degrees at a campus 
of the University reached 61 percent in 1999 - an all-time high. With these gains, 
student of color retention and graduation rate will match the student body as a whole 
within the next few years. Says Hall: "We're proud to contribute to UMM's increasing 
student retention and graduation rate successes. While these rates lead the University 
of Minnesota system, we're commited to further gains." 
"People should be very proud of the minority 
student program here at UMM." 
One-to-one education 
UMMgivesundergraduatesthe 
rare opportunity to work with 
faculty on scholarly research 
Here's a real-world problem you could sink 
your teeth into: When should the State of 
Minnesota replace millions of dollars of ve-
hicles and road equipment? 
It's a problem UMM student Jeanna Schultz 
is working on this year with math professor 
Peh Ng. The two are building a mathematical 
model to find the most cost-effective time to 
retire state motor vehicles. Their work could 
save Minnesota big bucks. 
This scholarly research is supported by Mor-
ris Academic Partners, or MAP, one of sev-
eral undergraduate research programs at 
UMM. These programs let students work 
one-to-one with educators outside the class 
Torres, 22, is Mexican-American, the daughter of 
immigrants. Bilingual, she graduated in the top 10 Peh Ng and Jeanna Schultz [photo by Liz Morrison] [continued on page 10] 
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room. The Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program, or UROP, supports 
scholarly and creative partnerships . The Minority Mentorship and Morris Administra-
tive Internship programs match students with faculty or management staff for special 
projects . 
All these research programs provide student stipends - a way of putting "our money 
where our mission is," says UMM Chancellor Sam Schuman. The college last year 
spent $113,000 for student research stipends, up 80 percent since 1995. 
This commitment to undergraduate research is rare, says John F. Schwaller, UMM 
academic dean. "We think doing research is one of the best ways of applying what 
you've learned in the classroom. But it's almost never offered to undergraduates." 
Jeanna Schultz, a junior from Litchfield, spends about eight hours a week working with 
Ng. During the fall term she methodically sorted through thousands of pages of data 
on the state fleet - a tedious, but essential, step in solving real-world problems. "I 
didn'texpectso much of the data to be useless," she says. Now, though, "We ' re getting 
into the interesting stuff." 
The work requires knowledge of discrete math and operations 
research, which Schultz has not yet studied. So Ng spends part 
of their time together each week covering a blackboard with 
formulas, "teaching me right on the spot," Schultz says. 
Though only a junior in college, Schultz is getting a taste of 
professional research, says Ng, an award-winning teacher who 
includes students in many of her research projects. Next year, 
Schultz may have a chance to do a UROP project, which is 
more advanced research. 
It was opportunities like MAP and UROP that drew Schultz, 
20, to UMM. She graduated near the top of her high school 
class of 180 and received a Chancellor's Scholarship. "I chose 
UMM because of the whole reputation of the school, and 
because it' s comfortable here." Schultz is majoring in math and 
plans to become a high school teacher. 
In her three years at UMM, she has become close to many of 
lier _g:~chers, she says. "I can go in and talk with any of my 
professors, which is so nice. You get to know them more as friends , and that even goes 
for your non-major classes." 
An 'honor-able' journey 
UMM's Honors Program gave Kari Adams a chance to 
combine her two passions 
There are images in paint and images in print. UMM senior Kari Adams is interested 
in how they interact. 
Adams, an honors student from Fergus Falls, is completing majors in studio arts and 
English. In her final honors project, she combines her passions for art and literature in 
self-portraits, which are inspired by the poems of Emily Dickinson. 
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Adams is one of 116 UMM students pursuing honors degrees . These are outstanding 
students who are "highly motivated to excel," says Matt Senior, a professor of French 
and director of the program. UMM' s Honors Program gives these motivated students 
the extra challenges they crave, offe1ing a stimulating mix of convocations, service 
projects, and advanced classes. 
The program helps recruit top students, such as Adams, a National Merit commended 
scholar who had her pick of colleges. "It' s even more useful in retaining excellent 
students who want to do more," says Sam Schuman, UMM chancellor. Schuman is a 
national expert on college honors programs and the author of a widely-used handbook 
for honors program administrators. He says good honors programs "enhance the 
intellectual atmosphere of a college as a whole." 
Adams, a recipient of a several merit scholarships, says UMM' s Honors Program has 
been well worth the extra effort. Last year, for example, she took an honors seminar 
on medieval ideas of order, taught by scholars in three disciplines - Janet Ericksen 
from English, Jim Togeas from chemistry, and Anna Dronzek from history. The scope 
was unusually broad, bringing together the bterature, science, history, and art of the 
age. 
Kari Adams [photo by Liz Morrison] 
Inspired by manuscripts the class stud-
ied, Adams produced "An American 
Bestiary," watercolor paintings of 
New World animals in the style of the 
medieval European illuminators. 
Adams, who hopes to illustrate 
children's books, is concerned with 
"the effects of illustration on litera-
ture." Her senior honors project, 
guided by Ericksen and art professor 
Jess Larson, will explore "how illus-
trations affect the interpretation of a 
text." 
But more than that, it will be a self -
exploration, says Adams, 22, who 
describes herself as a shy person with 
"a lot of ideas floating around in my 
head." The Dickinson poems that 
inform her portraits -poems she first studied in a class from English professor Vicki 
Graham - "are all about the self. These poems struck a chord," helping her look 
inward in a journey of self-discovery. 
Honors helped Adams start that journey, she says. "It's something I really want to do . 
But without Honors, I probably wouldn't have made the time for it." 
- Liz Morrison '74 
Classnotes were compiled and edited by 
class agents listed in the text and by 
Theresa Johnson '03 from Long Prairie, 
student in the Office of Alumni Relations. 
Every effort is made to be accurate in 
communicating your updates. Without 
intending to change the content of your 
submissions, we reserve the right to edit 
your class note contribution due to space 
limitations. 
Class of '64 
Gene Ferguson of Greenville, Wis., is 
director of information technology at 
Universal Forwarding. He has become a 
grandfather. 
"I give piano lessons, direct two handbell 
choirs, and spend lots of time volunteer-
ing within the local school district. I also 
direct the Minneapolis .Aquatennial 
Alumni singers. I'm still very proud of 
the University of Minnesota Morris," says 
Richard Kloos of Robbinsdale. Contact 
Richard at rkkloos@worldmet.att.net. 
Leonard Munstermann of New Haven, 
Conn. is a research scientist in epidemiol-
ogy and public health and Clllrator of the 
entomology collection at Yale Univer-
sity. There he keeps the more than one 
million insects, from around the globe, in 
good condition. Many are rare. The col-
lection is used by researchers and educa-
tors to further a scientific understanding 
of how insects look and behave, as well as 
to discover more about how they have 
evolved. 
Class of '65 
"Ihavecompletedmy35th yearwith Union 
Carbide since graduating from the Insti-
tute of Technology at the University of 
Minnesota. Union Carbide merged with 
Dow Chemical last February, so we are 
seeing lots of change. Judy and I have 
four grandchildren and are looking for-
ward to my retirement next year," writes 
Gary Olhoft of Raleigh, N.C. 
David Sylte is district manager of the 
Marion Social Security Office in Marion, 
Ind. He can be contacted at 
sylte@prodigy.net. 
Class of '66 
Janie Anderson retired after teaching 23 
years in Elbow Lake. She lives in Mesa, 
Ariz., in the winter and in Northfield the 
remainder of the year where she does a lot 
of volunteer work. 
John Biel and Rosemary (Pomerenke) 
live in Arlington, Tex. In addition to his 
day job as maintenance technician at 
Owens Corning, John is assistant district 
commissioner with the Boy Scouts of 
America. Rosemary teaches English as a 
Second Language. Contact them at 
john_biel@hotmail.com. 
Anna Bryan died August 22 in Madison. 
She taught school in Appleton for many 
years. 
Romilly (Wilson) Cassida retired five 
years ago as managing vice president of 
The Prudential Real Estate Investment 
Department. She lives at Oak Harbor, 
Wash. E-mail: romcassida@aol.com. 
James Lober of Appleton passed away 
April 4. He was involved in his church 
and loved to play sports. He was often 
heard talking about the invitation to try 
out for the Boston Red Socks. Jim is 
survived by his wife, Jo Ann, and sons, 
Greg and Jeff. 
Jeanne Baker Driscoll, Class Agent 
'67, '68, '69 
120 East 87th Street, R16D 
New York, NY 10128 
(212)410-9237, JBkrD@aol.com 
On September 11 - a spectacu-
lar fall morning - 1 had a 9 a.m. meeting 
- on the 50thfloor of a building in mid-
town ( 57th Street). When a secretary came 
to tell us that a commuter plane had hit 
the World Trade Center, we had a discus-
sion about how the firefighters could put 
out the fire on such high floors and how 
they could best rescue those trapped! 
We proceeded with the meeting, 
as we had no further indication of unfold-
ing events, and 1 left for my office just 
before 10:00. It was difficult to get on a 
bus, since the traffic was already con-
gested from the flow of rescue vehicles 
toward downtown. Looking down the av-
enues one could see a huge cloud of 
smoke. I didn't realize that by then one of 
the buildings had collapsed; I thought the 
smoke was enveloping the structures. 
When I got to work ( at 30th and Park) 
everyone was listening to the radio, try-
ing to absorb the unfolding news. Of 
course, we were all in shock. 
Those of us who were not di-
rectly displaced by this horrrific attack, 
were nonetheless overwhelmed by it. 
Thousands of people walked home that 
day in a daze, then lived by the television, 
still not comprehending this unbelievable 
action. Every conversation started with 
expressions of concern for one's friends 
and loved ones. 
Two weeks after the attack I 
went to Ground Zero. From the eastern 
vantage point the barricades were only a 
block away from the former Twin Towers, 
and one could look straight at the shell of 
building number 5. A block south one 
looked straight at the crane removing 
pieces from the 60-foot pile of rubble. A 
large column of smoke was still rising out 
of the ground, and the acrid smell was 
hanging in the air. No panoramic shot 
from a TV camera or still photograph 
could convey the sense of the destruction 
that occurred. 
But, the city is renewing itself. 
People are going to the opera, dance or 
theatre, walking in Central Park, going 
out to dinner. We are intent on resuming 
routines, convinced we will carry on, 
demonstrating that New York is compas-
sionate and caring, but strong and resil-
ient. We are determined not to lose our 
sense of freedom, and we have taken the 
subsequent bioterrorist scares in stride. 
When one subway line is not running due 
to "police action, " we get out and catch 
another, or opt for surface traffic. Mayor 
Guiliani is serving as a great example 
and has been a tremendous advocate for 
the City. 
I've tried to give you a glimpse 
of life as a New York City resident since 
September 11. I have lived here 14 years, 
so this feels like home. I feel as safe here 
as I think I would anywhere. 
It is also a very safe time to visit 
New York; there is evidence of the height-
ened security throughout the city. Nowa-
days that adds a comfort level. So, come 
see the "new" New York. Drop me a note 
if you are planning a trip and I'll be glad 
to provide suggestions on things to do. 
Whether you are traveling this 
direction or not, I would like to hear from 
you. What was your initial reaction to the 
attacks? Has your daily life changed 
subsequently? What about your attitudes ? 
How do you feel about what has hap-
pened since? Please send your com-
ments. You can reach me at the number 
and e-mail noted above. 
Laura Carrington is a member of the 
Minnesota Rural Education Association 
board of directors. She lives in Monis. 
Gregory Fults lives in Chisago City and 
works at 3M. His son recently man-ied. 
Contact Greg at gfults@mmm.com. 
Myrna (ltzen) Stahman will be keynote 
speaker atthe April 13, 2002, "Yam over" 
at St. Catherine's in St. Paul, and will also 
teach knitting classes that day. Anyone 
who wishes to receive information on this 
event can email her at stahman@aol.com. 
Myrna practices law full time, but her 
passion is knitting. In February 2000, she 
published "Stahman' s Shawls and 
Scarves: Lace Faroese-Shaped Shawls 
From the Neck Down and Seamen's 
Scarves." She is working on a second 
book, with an expected publication date 
of December 2002. Last year her family 
spent three weeks in New Zealand, and 
she taught in a number of cities there. In 
April/May 2002, the destination is Aus-
tralia, where Myrna will teach knitting 
classes in a number of cities. The week-
end of May 10-12, 2002, she will be the 
keynote speaker at the Tasmanian Fibre 
Festival. Her husband Bob is general coun-
sel, vice president, and corporate secre-
tary for Idaho Power Company in Boise, 
Idaho, where they live. Daughter Kayla is 
in her second year at Stanford Law School. 
Son Jeff is studying golf course manage-
ment at Kansas State University. 
Leroy Alto is in his last year of teaching 
English in the Grand Rapids School Dis-
trict. He will continue to do some coach-
ing . Leroy can be contacted at 
lalto@isd3 l 8.org. 
Thomas Bollman and his wife are restor-
ing a century-old building in Pine Island 
where they also live. 
Home is Ridge Farm, 111., for Gary 
Lickfett, but he enjoys the trips to Minne-
sota to renew friendships with classmates. 
Gary is human resources manager at 
Chem-Cast Ltd. Contact him at 
glickfett@chem-cast.com. 
Christine (Sumstad) Pofahl is a retired 
teacher. She is a grandmother, lives in 
Cannon Falls, and can be contacted at 
cjpofahl@rconnect.com. 
Gary Boraas of Madison teaches math at 
Lac Qui Parle High School. His daughter 
graduated from St. Olaf and is a muscle 
cell researcher. His son is a senior at 
Southwest State University majoring in 
elementary education. Contact Gary at 
gboraas@frontiemet.net. 
Terry Dorenbush has been appointed 
commander at Camp Ripley, located north 
of Little Falls. "My wife and I sold our 
house of 21 years in Stillwater in July 
2000 and now are the only residents of 
Camp Ripley. We have a big and active 
back yard. I am a colonel in the Minnesota 
Army National Guard and have been 
fulltime with the Army National Guard 
since I quit teaching in 1975." 
Emily (Tolbert) Elliott of Villard has 
taught nearly 50 years, 30 years in the 
classroom and 17 years as a volunteer. 
She teaches adult education and is enjoy-
ing life. 
John Krattenmaker and Lucinda 
(Smidt) '70 live in Montrose. Their son 
attends the University of Minnesota 
Duluth, and their daughter is a high school 
sophomore. 
Rick McNelly has received a Certificate 
of Professional Qualifications in Psychol-
ogy from the state and regional boards of 
psychology. He practices in Rockford, 
Ill. 
Douglas and Ardyce (Milbeck) Spray 
'70 of Montevideo have two sons. The 
oldest attends Southwest State Univesity, 
and the youngest attends Ridgewater. 
Douglas is recreation director for com-
munity education in Montevideo. Ardyce 
is a second grade teacher at the Ramsey 
Elementary School. 
Class of '70 
Doug and Pam (Klason) Dahl live in 
Houston, Tex., where Pam teaches pre-
kindergarten and Doug is toll operation 
manager of Harris Co. Toll Road Author-
ity. They have three children. 
Cynthia (Greseth) Drealan of Brooklyn 
Center is a proud grandmother. Contact 
her at cindee@ l 80degrees.org. 
Mary (Schoolmeesters) Kosak is an at 
risk teacher at the BOLD public school. 
She has three children in college and one 
who is married and works at Boeing in 
Everett, Wash. Mary lives in Olivia and 
can be contacted at kosakj@tds.net. 
"I retired from 3M in 1998 and own and 
operate Hallett House Bed and Breakfast 
near Brainerd," writes Bob Novak. Con-
tact him at www.halletthouse.com. 
Class of '71 
Mona (Syverson) Gregersen is an art 
instructor in the Alexandria Public 
Schools. She lives in Starbuck. 
David Thompson has a new job as a 
transportation consultant. He and his 
wife Mary Ann (Flolo) '73 live in Ply-
mouth. E-mail: maflolo@pressenter.com. 
Class of '72 
Brian Gray of Park Rapids retired in 
May as a conservation officer for the 
State of Minneso ta. Reach him at 
bkgray@unitelc.com. 
Class of'73 
Kathleen (Schamber) Wangen is a dia-
betes educator at the Mayo Clinic. She 
received a degree in nursing from Viterbo 
University in LaCrosse, Wis. Kathleen 
and her husband Terry '70 live in 
Brownsdale. 
Class of '74 
Jefferson, Wis., is home to Mark Bartsch 
where he is senior pastor at St. John's 
Lutheran Church. His daughter Amanda 
is a freshman this year atthe University of 
Minnesota Twin Cities. Contact him at 
mobarts@ticon.net. 
Christine (Heinen) Bright-Sticha has 
received a Christa McAuliffe Fellowship 
A ward. It is one of four given annually. 
She will be presented the award in Wash-
ington, D .C., in July. Christine lives in 
Forest Lake and teaches at East Bethel 
Community School. She can be contacted 
at wsticha@earthlink.net. 
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Don Holland received a masters in social 
work from Augsburg College in June 
2000. He lives in New London and can be 
reached at dholland @tds.net. 
Lorene (Lemmerman) Force is princi-
pal at Cokato Elementary School, part of 
the Dassel-Cokato school district. She 
had been a teacher and cunriculum coor-
dinator at Annandale Public Schools . 
Email Lorene at force@cmgate.com. 
Eagan is home to Ronald Simmons who 
recently was named principal at North 
Minneapolis High School. You can con-
tact him at simonrj@hotmail.com. 
Gregory Wahlberg has rec:ei ved an hon-
orary doctor of divinity degree from Cal-
vary Baptist Theological Seminary. He 
started a church in York, Pa., and has been 
pastor 23 years. Greg lives in Dover, Pa. 
Class of '76 
"I received a master's in liberal studies 
from the University of Minnesota in May 
200 l after five years ofeven:ing and week-
end classes on the Monris campus," writes 
Nancy (Brown) Mooney .. "My oldest 
son, Jordan Bohm, will graduate from 
UMM in fall 2001 and another son, 
Class of '81 
Tom Hardel has purchased a solo dental 
practice in New Brighton. He lives in 
Shoreview with his wife Jan and daugh-
ters Mari and Britta. 
Master Sergeant Marty Sarlette has been 
awarded the Meritorious Service Medal 
by the U.S. Air Force. He is a saxophonist 
and vocalist with the U.S. Air Force Band 
of the Rockies and, as NCOIC of Supply, 
oversees a six-person, $1.5 million op-
eration while managing an equipment 
inventory and database of more than 7600 
line items. Marty was also honored as the 
Public Affairs Senior NCO Bandsman of 
the Year - 2000. Marty lives in Colorado 
Springs, Colo. 
Frank and Nancy (Stai) Suss '82 live in 
Lakeville with their three sons. Frank is a 
regional sales manager for Curly' s Foods, 
and Nancy is working at the Donaldson 
office. 
Glendale , Ariz. , is home to John 
Tomlinson. He is a program manager for 
the Aerospace Electronics Division at 
Honeywell. Contact him at john-
tomlinson @honeywell.com. 
Ramsay Bohrn, is a UMM sophomore." Jenny Walter married Glenn Proudfoot 
on May 13. She teaches computer science 
Class of '77 at Vassar College in Poughkeepsie, N. Y. , 
and may be reached by email at 
Justin Heltemes, son of Jerry and Vivian 
(Helbling) Heltemes, died August 14 of 
complications resulting from a three-year 
battle with Hodgkin's Disease. The fam-
ily lives in Morris. 
Class of '78 
Kory Boster is attending Concordia Semi-
nary in St. Louis, Mo. He is spending a 
year in Edmond, Okla. , as a vicar/intern. 
Next August he will return to St. Louis. 
Kory can be corntacted at 
kboster@dellepro.com. 
Mary Esbjornson of New York, N.Y., 
was named executive major gifts director 
for Yaddo. Yaddo is a nonprofit organiza-
tion that provides professional creative 
artists an opportunity to work in a sup-
portive community. 
Class of '79 
Roseville is home to Barbara (Bache)) 
Burkey, who is recruiting workers for 
technology jobs at American Express. 
B arbara can be contacted at 
barbara.m.burkey @aexp.com. 
Rhoda Christensen of Donnelly is a 
career counselor with the Work Force 
Center in Monris . Rhoda can be contacted 
at rchriste@wfc.def.state.mn. 
Class of '80 
Anne (Grothem) Niklaus of Baxter has 
received a masters in educational leader-
ship. She teaches in the Brainerd School 
District. 
Sue (Speiser) Prouty does research at 
the college of veterinary medicine and 
quality assurance for Good Laboratory 
Practices compliance in the Department 
of Experimental Surgical Services at the 
University of Minnesota Medical School. 
Sue lives in Lino Lakes and can be con-
tacted at prout005@umn.edu. 
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walter@cs. vassar .edu. 
Class of '82 
Peter Hinze exhibited watercolor paint-
ings at Patrick Moore's Java River Cafe 
in Montevideo from November through 
mid-December. Peter lives in Minneapo-
lis. 
Class of '83 
Bill Heinsohn and Jeanne (Stoddard) 
'86 and their daughter Amanda announce 
the birth of Donald William on May 1. 
They live in Two Rivers, Wis. Bill is an 
information technology consultant at the 
Point Beach Nuclear Plant. 
FREE MONEY!!! Well, not really, but it 
got your attention! Jon Vick invites any-
one he knew at Monris to join him for an 
informal get together next summer. If 
you are interested contact him at 12925 
45 th Ave N., Plymouth, MN 55442, 
(763)551-8955. ''I' ll throw out some 
names to spark interest (this is in no way 
a complete list) . Marty, Boomer, Sneaky, 
Thrasher, Irbay, Chuck and Di, Dee Dee, 
Suek, Jill, Carol, Sara, Dewey, Bev, Mary 
Lynn, Sheila, Becky, Mr. Clark, Cran:kus, 
Hessey, Doc, and anyone that has ever 
helped try to push over the water tower ... 
People who have lived in Shakopee- JW, 
Dave, Jenny and Suzie. Please call or 
write and I'll put a note in the next issue 
of Profile to update the response level." 
Class of '84 
Terrie Campbell-Mahmoodi of 
Han:nawa Falls, N .Y ., writes, "I live with 
my husband Farzad, daughter Taranae 
and son Arian. My biggest passions are 
being the CEO at home to my family, 
dinner parties and collecting elegant 
French antiques. In recent years I've had 
the opportunity to take a long fascinating 
trip to Europe and the Middle East. My 
husband is full professor in production 
and operations management, director of 
Engineering & Manufacturing Manage-
ment and director of the Center for Global 
Competitiveness at Clarkson University." 
Cathy Condon Sicard, Class Agent 
'85, '86, '87 
11 Hingham Circle 
Mendota Heights, MN 55118 
(651)457-1897,cathcondon@qwest.net 
"I've started a new business called Cher-
ished Histories, a personal and family 
history writing service. With the tradition 
of storytelling disappearing, future and 
even present generations are losing valu-
able family histories. Personal histories 
are our legacies, and I can help preserve 
them. Check my website at 
www. users .quest.netl~cathcondon or 
emailmeatcathcondon@qwest.net. Send 
me your classnotes as well!" - Catherine 
Condon Sicard 
"My husband Dirk and I live in Spanish 
Fork, Utah, with our sons Michael and 
Robert," writes Laura (Belt) Elzinga. 
Dirk is a professor of English at Brigham 
Young University. Laura may be reached 
Class of '88 
Matt Doppler is a clinical psychologist 
with Medcenter One Health Systems. He 
and his wife Jill and two daughters live in 
Bismarck, N.D. Matt is also an adjunct 
faculty member at Minot State Univer-
sity. 
Ruth Hamlow writes: "I still teach En-
glish and creative w1iting at Granite Falls. 
I've survived a tornado and a flood! " E-
mail Ruth : rhamlow@yme.kl2.mn.us. 
Amaya Christine was born to Erik Jensen 
and his wife on May 29. They live in 
Boise, Idaho. "I have become a financial 
advisor after teaching band 12 years. I 
continue playing trumpet with 'Mariachi 
sol de Acapulco. "' Reach Erik at net 
flycessna@earthlink.net. 
MoiraSweetingofMiramar, Fla. Writes: 
"Hi everyone. I teach business education 
at McArthur High School and love it. I am 
working on certification to become an 
administrator and am also the region ad-
Alumni gathered during the post-game reception at Old # 1 Southside 
following the Homecoming game. L-r, Kevin Brustuen '98, Curt Loschy 
'69, Carol Eckersen '80, Patricia (Stamness) Machart '80, and Mark 
Machart '79. 
at ljelzinga@juno.com. 
Corey Carlson of Kasson is self-em-
ployed. 
Karen Grosland lives in Maplewood. 
She works for AT & T. Contact her at 
kgrosland@mediaone.net. 
Terri (Heida) Morrow, her husband Tony, 
and their son, Hunter Travis live in Des 
Moines, Iowa. Tenri is a stay-at-home mom. 
Email her at tmorrow@mac.com. 
Bruce and Joyce (Vancura) Kiehn '84 
live in Litchfield with their children, 
Katlyn and John. Bruce is elementary 
principal at ACGC, and Joyce teaches 
kindergarten at Litchfield. 
Mahjoub Labyad of Duluth is an envi-
ronmental health specialist with the Uni-
versity of Minnesota. He has four chil-
dren. 
Leigh Marthe is a consultant working 
with the state of Vermont as a coalition 
coordinator in the fight against tobacco 
addiction. Leigh lives in Westmoreland, 
N.H., and can be contacted at 
leigh.mathe@mailtag.com. 
Scott Trost is associate professor of physi-
cal education and head men's basketball 
coach at Illinois Wesleyan University in 
Bloomington, Ill. 
viserfortheBusiness Club in south Broward 
county. Hope to see you all soon!" Contact 
Moira at moirasweet@aol.com. 
Todd Thielman and his wife Karen live 
in Oceanside, Calif., with daughters 
Kimberlee, Christina, and Taylor. Todd 
teaches physical education at Coronado 
Middle School on Coronado Island in San 
Diego. Email: TJThielman@webtv.net. 
Class of '89 
Bob and Molly (Born) Bruckner '91 
and their son Jack announce the birth of 
Evan Robert on October 11. They make 
their home in Shakopee. 
Tim Drake, author of There We Stood, 
Here We Stand: 11 Lutherans Rediscover 
their Catholic Roots has received the l " 
Books Library Bestseller A ward. It was 
the publisher's lf2 best seller for the first 
and second quarters of 200 I . Tim is fea-
tures correspondent with the National 
Catholic Register and managing editor 
with Catholic.net. 
Anita (Gratz) Bastian of Sun Prairie, 
Wis., is a stay-at-home mom to daughter 
Dayna and son Adam. "If any alumni are 
in the Sun Prairie area, give me a call." 
Lisa (Helmer) Woestehoff is the direc-
tor of external relations for The Lutheran 
Home Association based in Belle Plaine. 
Lisa was married to Paul W oestehoff on 
September 22 , 2000. They live m 
Shakopee. 
Steve Lang of Alpine, Texas, continues 
to serve as director of news and publica-
tions at Sul Ross State University in Al-
pine. He also writes humor columns for 
newspapers in Texas and Elbow Lake, 
Minn. Steve has had articles published in 
"Cowboysandlndians," "Western Horse-
man" and "American Small Farm" maga-
zines during the past year. Contact him at 
slang@sulross.edu. 
Carol (Munns) Cooper and her family 
have moved from Missouri to Rapid City, 
S.D. due to a transfer in her husband' s 
career. "!resigned temporari.ly from teach-
ing and am home with our children, Jay 
and Kelly." Email Carol at 
dcjk@earthlink.net. 
Class of '90 
"I live in Rochester where I am an inves-
tigator with the Rochester Police Depart-
ment," writes Paul Wilson. "I love my 
job and it is never a dull moment! My wife 
Joye is a medical records supervisor at the 
Mayo Clinic. We have four children ages 
7 to 19. The oldest started college this 
year at Winona State Unive:rsity. I can be 
reached at Willy2191@aol.com." 
Class of '91 
Vincent and Shelly (Biondo) Antle live 
in Olathe, Kan., with their son Jonathan. 
Vincent is a senior scientist/group leader 
at ChemSyn, a bulk pharmaceutical manu-
facturing plant. Shelly is a part-time soft-
ware engineer for Sprint. Contact them at 
vantlel@home.com. 
Philip and Jennifer (Dekker) Ebeling 
announce the birth of Emma in July. She 
joins brother Willie at their home in Maple 
Grove. E-mail:PJEbeling@aol.com. 
St. Cloud is home to Jesse George and his 
daughters, Kelsi and Katie. 
Becky (Gunderson) Olson teaches kin-
dergarten in Mahnomen. She and hus-
band Scott have two busy toddlers, Alyssa 
and Sam. 
"I am a licensed independent clinical so-
cial worker doing contract work with 
Olmsted County. My husband Josh is a 
pediatrician at Mayo Clinic,' ' writes Eliza-
beth "Buffy" (Hanson) Petrikin of 
Rochester. "Our daughter, Annika, was 
born November 4. Greetings to all . Email 
me at jpetrikin@qwest.net." 
After spending three years in Australia 
and New Zealand working with Navitaire, 
an airline computer system consulting 
company, Brian Messerich now works 
in Minneapolis as product development 
director for the same company. E-mail 
him at: brian.messerich@navitaire.com. 
"Dan and I relocated to Iowa City this 
summer. Life as full-time Mom to Libby 
and Rachel is my favorite job yet!" writes 
Jennie (Sandberg) Fischer. 
Class of '92 
Nathan was born to Steve Aamodt and 
his wife Barb July 1. "Natlilan and sister 
Kylaarewonderful. WeliveinLinoLakes, 
and I still work at Honeywell." 
Doug and Stacy (Dickinson) Swanson 
announce the birth of Abigail on January 
8. They live in Vadnais He:ights and can 
be reached at sdswanson@mediaone.net. 
Jean (Fellbaum) Braun is an enrich-
ment coordinator in the Robbinsdale 
school district. She lives in Ramsey. E-
mail: jean_braun@rdale.k12.mn.us. 
Isabella was born to Carolyn (Fragodt) 
Ashburn in November 2000. They live 
in Brooklyn Park and can be contacted at 
danashbum@aol.com. 
Scott Gonnerman is head football coach 
at Benson High School. 
Amanda (Graunke) Bradley lives in 
Columbia, Mo., and teaches special edu-
cation at Benton Elementary school. E-
mail: abradley @columbia.kl2.mo.us. 
Malcolm Houle is studying trumpet with 
Bill Adam. He lives in Indianapolis, Ind. 
Troy and Carol (Iverson) Caron an-
nounce the birth of Bryn Lorraine on July 
30. They live in Morristown. 
Jean (Koetz) and Dave Flynn '91 an-
nounce the birth of Katie on Feb. 10. 
They live in Woodbury and would love to 
hear from classmates. Visit their website 
at www.Flynnshome.com. 
Lilia Eve was born to Joel and Wendy 
(Kohnen) Klute of Eden Prairie May 5. 
Robert and Mary (Banks) McDonald 
'95 live in Duluth. Robert is a family 
doctor and has just become a partner in 
his practice. Mary teaches elementary 
school. They can be contacted at 
rmrncdonald@bresnanlink.net. 
Isle is home to Lisa Reinke who teaches 
6th grade in Mora. Contact her at 
lisa_reinke@mora.k12.mn.us. 'Tm fin-
ishing my final year of nursing school at 
UM Twin Cities. I was one of two under-
graduate students selected for the 
Katharine Densford International Center 
for Nursing Leadership Scholarship. Ba-
sically, I work on a project (nurse/physi-
cian collaboration and impact on patient 
outcome) that contributes to nursing and 
helps develop my leadership skills. This 
month I begin working with a nursing 
professor as a research assistant on her 
National Institute of Health grant. I will 
be pursuing an advanced degree and would 
like to teach nursing some day,'' writes 
Karen Schueller. 
Dawn (Thompson) Jandro and her hus-
band Jim announce the birth of Samuel on 
May 11. They live in Faribault. 
Class of '93 
Kent and Melanie (Abdo) Bauman live 
in Willmar. Melanie has returned to work 
after staying home a year with son Braden. 
Kent is a detective in the Kandiyohi 
County Sheriff's Department. Contact the 
Baumans at baumanmk@yahoo.com. 
Scott Colbeck is assistant principal at 
Fergus Falls Middle School. He, his wife 
Debbie and their children, Caitlyn and 
Elijah, are excited to be back in their 
hometown. 
Jennifer (Erickson) Eaves and husband 
Mark had a baby, Anika Joy, born March 
2000. They live in Hinckley and can be 
contacted at meaves@hs.kl2.mn.us. 
"I completed my Ph.D. in the department 
of psychology (biopsych) at the Univer-
sity of Michigan in 1998," writes Colleen 
(Garbe) Le Prell. "My thesis work ex-
amined perception of coo calls by macaque 
monkeys. I have been appointed a re-
search investigator in the department of 
otolaryngology. My personal life has been 
as busy as my work life. I was married in 
1996, and we now have a toddler who 
keeps us running." Colleen and her fam-
ily live in Ypsilanti , Mich. 
"I have moved to Minneapolis and would 
love to catch up with people. Drop me an 
email at agoldberg @attglobal.net," writes 
Andrea Goldberg. 
Matt and Susan (Orwig) Haertzen have 
been married five years and live in Spo-
kane, Wash. Matt is a portfolio manager 
at Washington Trust Bank. Susan stays at 
home with their son, Joey. "We miss our 
family and friends back in Minnesota but 
are looking forward to lots of skiing this 
winter." E-mail: mhaertzen@usa.net. 
Paul and Sharlene (Hanson) Orcutt an-
nounce the birth of Tyler on April 26. He 
joins sister Brianna at their home m 
Marion , S.D. Contact them at 
orcu@gwtc.net. 
Diane (Lotzer) Broksieck and her hus-
band Chad expected their second child in 
May. They live in Brookings S.D. E-
mail: dbroksieck@hotmail.com. 
Minneapolis is home to Ann Michels 
where she is a singer with the George 
Maurer Group. The group performs at 
many different theaters. Contact her at 
amichels@lssmn.org. 
Nels Onstadcis assistant principal and 
head wrestling coach at West Central 
Area High School in Barrett. He and his 
wife Brenda have two sons, Tyler and 
Chris. 
Scott and Lisa (Martinson) Rahm live 
in Sartell. Scott has a family medical 
practice in Clearwater. Lisa is a pre-
school teacher. They can be contacted at 
rahmsl@msn.com. 
Shannon and Diane (Davignon) Ryks 
'94 announce the birth of their sixth child, 
Mathias Glen, on Aug. 14. Shannon is a 
computer consultant with Talent Com-
puter Services in Eden Prairie. Diane is a 
stay-at-home Mom and homeschools their 
children. They live in St. Michael. 
Michael and Jill (Asfeld) Smith '94 live 
in Winthrop. Mike is senior laboratory 
supervisor at Kraft Foods in New Ulm. 
Jill is busy caring for their two children, 
Emma and Nicholas. Contact them at 
mjsmith@means.net. 
Randy and Kari (Wells) Streit '94 live 
in Circle Pines with their son Zachary. 
Contact them atrandystreit@compaq.net. 
Class of '94 
"I live in Sitka, Alaska, and work as an 
adolescent therapist at Raven' s Way, a 
wilderness therapy program for Alaska 
native youth," writes Laura Adams. 
"Elise Whitehill '95 and I had fun travel-
ing around New Zealand in February. E-
mail me at glacier.girl@mailcity.com." 
Melissa (Bos) Groys writes, "My hus-
band Scott and I live in the Pacific North-
west and absolutely love it! A tenure track 
faculty position at Washington State Uni-
versity Vancouver brought us here. I teach 
and do research in human resource man-
agement. WSUV feels a lot like UMM .. .it 
is small and homey and I get to know all 
my students. We live in Battle Ground, 
Wash. , a small town north of the Portland 
metro area. We love to have visitors ... so 
be sure to stop if you are in the area. E-
mail us at gruys@vancouver.wsu.edu." 
"Since graduating from UMM I earned a 
master' s degree in economics from Iowa. 
I have worked as an actuary for GEICO in 
Washington, D.C. , and now work for 
Allstate in Chicago," writes Brian 
Donlan. 
Jennifer Flatten received a master' s de-
gree from Northern Arizona University in 
December 2000. She lives in Bullhead 
City, Ariz. 
"My husband Jeff and I have been mar-
ried three years and announce the birth of 
Megan on June 21. I teach English at 
Cathedral High School and Jeff is an 
investment advisor in St. Cloud,' ' writes 
Michelle (Henry) Voit. "We would love 
to hear from you. Our email is 
jamvoit@home.com." 
Larry Hutchings is curator of Collec-
tions and Exhibits at the Carver County 
Historical Museum in Waconia. 
Monte and Jennifer (Iverson) Johnson 
live in St. Louis Park with their son Braden 
who was born in April. Monte is in his last 
year of family practice residency at Meth-
odist Hospital, and Jennifer has taken 
time off from teaching to be a stay-at-
home Mom. 
Jenny (Jacobitz) and Don Boothroyd 
'93 live in Golden Valley. Jenny teaches 
second grade at The International School 
in Eden Prairie. Don is a depth filtration 
supervisor at Osmonics, Inc. "Our chil-
dren Cassie and Jacob keep us busy most 
of the time, but we find time to visit with 
alumni Nathan '93 and Amanda 
(Docteur) Hestwood '93 and Jared 
Weinreis '94." 
Tracy (Lutz) Hansen and her husband 
Craig Niedenthal announce the birth of 
Ryan on Aug. 25 . They live in Apple 
Valley. Drop her a note at 
cniedent@charter.net. 
Stacy Mohr married Bobby "Chip" 
Brown on June 16. They live in 
Wetumpka, Ala. Stacey is a physician 
assistant, and Chip is in medical school. 
"Peter and I accepted tenure-track posi-
tions in the UMM biology department 
and have moved to Morris," writes Timna 
(Odegaard) Wyckoff. 
Stacy (Polzin) McIntyre died August 5 
in Statesboro, Ga. She had been a case 
manager for autistic children at Kennedy-
Krieger Institute in Baltimore, Md., prior 
to her move to Statesboro. 
Tanya Randolph-Elgin of Stromsburg, 
Neb., is a clinical psychologist at a 
women's prison. She has two children. 
Contact Tanya at delgin@alltel.net. 
Lois Regnier Conroy writes, "I am on 
assignment in the Hennepin County 
Attorney's Office and am exclusively 
prosecuting felony drug crimes. At the 
end of this assignment, I will return to the 
criminal division at the Minneapolis City 
Attorney's Office." Lois and Martin '92 
live at 5044-17th Avenue South, Minne-
apolis, MN 55417, or contact them at 
martin_conroy@yahoo.com. "Drop a note 
and say 'hi."' 
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Glen and Deb (Quinn) Sclhilling write, 
"Our second daughter Nicole was born 
Aug. 31." They live in Fainnont and can 
be reached at iwell@prairie:.lakes .com. 
Class of '95 
In the last issue of Profile we incon-ectly 
announced that Amy (Burroughs) 
Riedesel is a veterinarian. She works for 
a veterinarian in Burnsville. Amy and her 
husband Greg '96 live in South St. Paul 
and can be contacted at Asher@tiny .net. 
"I have moved to the big city lights of 
Costa Mesa, Calif. ," wri tes Onika Nicole 
Craven. "For the past three: years I have 
done all I can to fulfil l my dream of 
becoming a Hollywood actress - from 
fi lm to music videos . Only those who 
attended UMM between the years of '93-
'95 know who I am but soon mine will be 
a household name like Josh Hartnett or 
Jessica Lange, both from Minnesota." 
"Iii vein Sisseton, S. D. , with my husband 
Patrick and our daughter Kylee . This is 
my seventh year teaching kindergarten at 
Tiospa Zina," writes Mindy (Crawford) 
Deutsch. 
Laurie Determan writes, "I live in St. 
Cloud. Anthony and I welcomed our third 
child on Valentine's Day - finally a boy, 
Enrique. I work at an all women's fitness 
facility as a personal trainer and director 
of aerobics. Our girls are in school. Hope 
all is well with Gay II Ground Girls! " 
Sara (Dunlap) Bergen married in 1998 
and lives in Philadelphia. She can be 
reached at sarabergen @hotmail.co m. 
"Sam Johnson, where are you?" 
"I am in my fourth year of teaching at 
Chaska. This spring will mark my final 
class and graduation from St. Mary's 
University with a graduate dlegree in edu-
cation," writes M. Ross Erickson. 
Kathleen (Hanvik) Follett and husband 
Scott have moved to St. Michael. Kathleen 
is communications director for a non-
profit agency. 
Kimi Jackson is an attorney with Colo-
rado Legal Services Migrant Division. 
She is an advocate for migrant farm work-
ers who have been exposed to pesticides. 
Kimi has been married to Gary Lime for 
a year. They live in Greeley, Colo. 
Kari (Johnson) and Bill Roberts '96 
li ve in Grantham, N.H. Both study at 
Dartmouth. Kari will finish her residency 
this spring, and Bill continues to work on 
his Ph.D. in science. 
Troy Lightfield lives in Richfield and 
works at West Group Publishing in Eagan. 
He has a son, Braden Michael Theisen . 
Aaron Paleen and his wife Stacy are 
expecting their first child in December. 
They live in St. Paul. Aaron is a senior 
compensation analyst at Lutheran Broth-
erhood. 
Erin (Schloo) and Richard Lockwood 
'94 live in Mounds View with their son 
Brady. Richard and Erin were married 
five years in June. Erin works in Minne-
apolis for Faithful and Gould under the 
supervision of Jennifer Main '92. Con-
tact Erin and Richard at 
rick@harmonyhomesinc.net. 
Darrik Spaude received a degree in elec-
trical engineering at the Institute of Tech-
nology, University of Minnesota in 1996. 
He and his wife Lani live in Champlin 
with their son Arik. Darrik works at 
Multi Tech Systems in Mounds View as a 
development engineer. He can be reached 
at dlspaude@visi.com. 
Kari (Struxness) Feldhaus and husband 
Matt had a son Kordell born March 26. 
They live in Howard , S.D. E-mail: 
mattfeldhaus @splitrocktel.net. 
Jessica Trites Rolle sends the following: 
"We' re moving again ! The company we 
worked for was sold to American 
Agrisurance, Inc. (AmAg). We have an 
opportunity to move into new positions; 
Bob '94 to a position with more control 
over the realm of adjusting software he 
oversees and me into a management posi-
tion. We are moving to an apartment in 
Council Bluffs, Iowa, where AmAg is 
headquartered. Wish us luck and drop me 
a line at jessktr @yahoo.com!" 
Sheila (Williams) Ridge and husband 
Kimson just had their fourth daughter, 
Olivia. They live in Minneapolis and can 
be contacted at sheilas2nd @aol.com. 
Sheila is manager at Dodge Nature Cen-
ter Preschool. 
Krista Struve, Class Agent '96 
2228 Fremont Ave. 
St. Paul, MN 55119 
(651)714-8534 
Krista.struve@lawson.com 
Jennifer (Barry) and Bryan Kulm '95 
announce the birth of son Parker on June 
22. Jennifer received a master's in En-
glish at St. Cloud State University and 
teaches high school English. Bryan works 
TKE Reunion Homecoming2001: Seated: Paul Christeson, Steve Gravdahl, 
Jeff Hatfield, Rob Pederson, Paul Rentz; Row 2: Mark Machart, Brian 
Gray, Jerome Hogy, Dean Hjelle, John Woell, Royce Fuller, Gerald 
Meyer, Dennis Hystead; Row 3: Mike Fitzgerald, James McNichols, Mike 
Hogy, David Gray, Teirry Rice, Lee Temte. 
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with special needs students. They live in 
Annandale. 
Jeny Breard lives in Dallas, Texas, and 
is a junior high librarian in the Richardson 
School District. She coaches the 7th grade 
cheer squad and is involved with the 
North Texas Make A Wish Foundation. 
"I would love to hear from UMMers . E-
mail me at jenydrw@yahoo.com." 
Matt and Tina (Allen) Dickinson '94 
live in Coon Rapids with their son Samuel 
who was born April 14. Matt is a manager 
at Best Buy, and Tina teaches first grade 
in Orono. Contact them at 
mattandtinad@msn.com. 
Forest Greenwood married Karen 
Butak '95 on April 15, 2000. They live in 
Richfield and can be contacted at 
forest@citylink.com. 
Jenny (Gunderson) Schmitz writes, "My 
husband and I announce the birth of Madi-
son Rose on May 16. We liveinRedLake 
Falls, and I am a social worker for Red 
Lake County." 
Jennifer Heinemanof Bridgewater, N.J., 
married David Cox in July 2000. She is 
finishing a master's degree in secondary 
education and teaches at Hillsboro High 
School. Jennifer can be contacted at 
jeni_heineman@excite.com. 
Heather (Klepel) and her husband Doug 
Eastman live in Odessa with their sons, 
Tristan and Daniel. Heather is a second 
grade teacher in Ortonville. 
Amy Hines Kramer lives in Berne, N. Y., 
and is a lobbyist in Albany, N.Y., and in 
Washington, D.C. 
Stacy Cremers, Class Agent '97 
706 11 th Street S. 
Benson, MN 56215 
(320)843-4013 
scremers@hotmail.com 
Monica Ningen, Class Agent '97 
13401 Bluejacket #2 
Overland Park, KS 66213 
(913)685-8216 
monica.ningen@ercgroup.com 
"Hello from Stacy Cremers, your class 
agent. I stillteachfourth grade in Benson. 
This year I am co-head girls' basketball 
coach f or the Benson Braves with Rhonda 
Heuer '98. Fee/free to e-mail me or drop 
me a line with any news you'd like to 
share." 
Liz Cifuentes started Minnesota Pug Res-
cue, a nonprofit organization that rescues 
pugs from shelters, puppyrnills and such. 
She has rescued 25 pugs since March! Liz 
is passionate about animals and will do this 
project as long as she is able. She's also 
working toward an MBA at the University 
of St. Thomas, and has purchased her first 
home to rent/invest ("a shoebox, but we all 
have to s tart somewhere!").E-mail : 
mnpugrescue@yahoo.com. 
Dave Cooper moved to Victorville, Ca-
lif., where he teaches 6th grade. "I love 
being mere hours from San Diego, L.A. 
and Las Vegas." 
Ross and Lisa (Hollerman) Dierkhising 
announce the birth of Amber on March 11 . 
Ross is employed at Mayo Clinic, and Lisa 
is a software engineer at IBM in Rochester. 
E-mail them at lrdier@attglobal.net. 
Stacy (Foss) Hoffman is a senior con-
tract administrator for TCF Express Leas-
ing and can be reached by e-mail at 
shoffman@tcfexpressleasing.com. 
Cory Funk and Mary Vande Voort '96 
were married June 23 and live in 
Maplewood. "We would be glad to hear 
from any UMMers. E-mail us a t 
meh @goldengate.net." 
Karie Gibson Madsen is completing an 
internship for a psychology degree. She 
moved to Dayton, Ohio, in July. 
Erik Hansen and Nichole Schneider '98 
were married June 29 and live in Edina. 
The wedding party included UMM alumni 
Karen Allen '98, Michael Erdmann 
and Sherry Turk. Erik is an attorney in 
Eden Prairie, and Nichole teaches third 
grade in Eagan. R each th e m at 
nichole9l0@yahoo.com. 
Laquita Henry attends Northern Illinois 
University and is studying interior de-
sign. She spent summer 2000 in Italy. 
Laquita lives in DeKalb, Ill. 
Kristian Jankofsky is building a log 
cabin on 40 acres of land in northern 
Minnesota and working as a naturalist for 
Laurentian Environmental Center. 
Brad Kelzer ran Grandma's Marathon 
this year. He works for Michael' s Foods 
and lives in West St. Paul. 
WendyMurphylives inFairfax with her 
daughter. She is a residential manager of 
apartments for adults with traumatic brain 
injury in Bird Island. 
Jen Sakal married Matt Rausher Sept. 
15 . They live in El Paso, Texas. Jen 
teaches second grade, and Matt is in the 
military . 
Kyung "Don" Tak graduated from Trin-
ity_ Evangelical Divinity School on May 
5. He has accepted the call to serve as a 
youth pastor at Estes Brook Evangelical 
Free Church in Oak Park. 
Sarah (Thompson) and Scott Berry Ii ve 
on a hobby farm near Princeton. Scott 
graduated from William Mitchell Col-
lege of Law and is an attorney with Joslin 
Law Offices in Cambridge. Sarah " im-
mensely enjoys staying home with our 
son Sam ." 
Laura Westerbeck teaches chemistry at 
Coon Rapids High School and is in a 
master 's program at St. Mary's Univer-
sity. She is engaged to be married in 
April. 
Kim (Zimney) married Dan Driessen in 
February . They live in Grand Forks, N.D. 
Kim teaches high school Spanish and 
coaches track and cheerleading. E-mail 
her at zirnneyka@ hotmail.com. 
Nyisha Burnett, Class Agent '98 
1227 S Harlem Ave., Apt. 502 
Berwyn, IL 60402 
(708)484-9625 
nyisha.burnett@motorola.com 
Alonzo Myers, Class Agent '98 
3019 W Flournoy Street 
Chicago, IL 60612 
(773)722-6575 
alonzomyers7@aol.com 
Jennifer Wright, Class Agent '98 
Jeffnerl5@hotmail.com 
"l still work as program/budget officer 
and policy analyst for the Midwestern 
Higher Education Commission/Distrib-
uted Learning Workshop. This past sum-
mer l spent many weekends camping and 
fly-fishing in northern Minnesota and 
Wisconsin . l recently purchased a 
townhouse and am busy with remodeling 
projects. In October l took a vacation to 
Ireland and travel frequently for work. 
Feel free to e-mail me your updates 
throughout the year for Profile. " -Jenni-
fer 
Christina Anderson is preparing for a 
career as a physician dedicalted to advanc-
ing global health. She is a student in the 
Ben Gurion University of the Negev M.D. 
Program in International Health and Medi-
cine in collaboration with Columbia Uni-
versity Health Sciences. For three years 
Christina was in Israel' s Negev desert 
studying cross-cultural, community and 
preventive medicine. Now she is in New 
York City to complete a clinical elective 
in infectious diseases at Harlem Hospital 
and one in internal medicine at St. Luke's-
Roosevelt Hospital Center. When she fin-
ishes this portion of her training, Chris-
tina will return to Israel to complete a 
clerkship in international health and medi-
cine. Following graduation in May, Chris-
tina hopes to secure a residency in family 
medicine. "I want to be able to work with 
patients from all age groups and guide 
them toward healthy living. And I want to 
get to know these patients well by seeing 
them repeatedly over a long period of 
time. Treating a whole family can give a 
physician additional insight into the indi-
vidual health of each member." 
"I have finished my service in the Peace 
Corps and have returned to North Mankato 
aftertravelingthe world for eight months," 
writes Gina Beyer. 
Kurt Brausen graduated from North-
western College of Chiropractic in mid-
November and is an associate with a 
doctor of chiropractic in the Twin Cities 
area. 
Erik Erickson and Lisa Moore were 
married October 6th and live in St. Louis 
Park. Erik is a financial analyst with 
Fingerhut Corporation in Minnetonka. 
Lisa is an assistant scientist in the Lab 
Medicine and Pathology Department at 
the University of Minnesota. She is also 
pursuing a master's degree in public 
health. 
Rachel Firchow is a classroom reduction 
teacher in the Minneapolis school system. 
She is engaged and planning an August 
wedding. Rachel lives in Spring Lake 
Park. 
Jody Gray lives in Milwaukee, Wis. , 
with Fred Ostrander '97. She attends 
the University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee 
and is earning a master's degree in infor-
mation studies. Last summer Jody had an 
internship with the anthroJPOlogy branch 
library of the Smithsonian Institute in 
Washington, D.C. 
Kristen Koob teaches fourth grade in 
Garden Grove School District and lives in 
Costa Mesa, Calif. She can be e-mailed at 
H20gal76@aol.com. 
Shannon (Maurer) Robi111son is a com-
munications specialist for the Republican 
Caucus of the Minnesota House ofRepre-
sentatives. She will be writing press re-
leases, speeches, and other media for 12 
state representatives. Shannon also serves 
on the Visual Arts Council at the Phipps 
Center for the Arts in Hudson, Wis. Her 
husband, Luke '97, attends William 
Mitchell College of Law, and is clerking 
part-time for the Target Corporation in 
downtown Minneapolis. He is also on the 
staff of the William Mitchell Law Re-
view. 
Mark Moshier is a mortgage consultant 
with Provident Mortgage and can be e-
mailed at moshiemt@hotmail to refi-
nance or purchase a new home at super 
low rates. He lives in St. Louis Park. 
"I've been working at the Guthrie Theatre 
since graduation - first as an intern in 
props, now as a manager in the box office. 
I've also done freelance scene and prop 
design. As part of my lifelong learning, 
my grandmother taught me to crochet. I 
live with Abe Welle '99 and Reid 
Sorenson. John Stubbs '99 is a long-
term guest," writes Sarah Nylander. 
Mike Radke and Jennifer Gilbertson 
'99 were married on October 20 in Elbow 
Lake. UMM alumni in the wedding party 
were Brian Smalkoski, Marty Weiland, 
Jason Radke '00, Nate Gorr, and Holly 
(Serbus) Nadgwick. Karin (Long) 
Smalkoski '99 was the reader, and Thea 
(Svingen) Fransen '97 the pianist. Mike 
and Jen live in St. Louis Park. 
Nate '96 and Molly (Robertson) Golla 
are proud parents of son. Jackson, born 
April 1. They live in Luverne. 
Cindy Sanford received a master's de-
gree in anthropology in 2000 and is assis-
tant registrar at the Cape Fear Museum in 
Wilmington, N.C. 
Sadie Schmit teaches first grade at Our 
Lady of the Lake in Mound. In June, 
Sadie moved to Wayzata. She married 
Joshua Kitzmann October 6. 
Carrie Wacker has been working as a 
juvenile justice counselor at a residential 
treatment center. She is pursuing a 
master's degree in criminal justice at St. 
Cloud State University. 
Class of '99 
Heather Aagesen and Jon Huebner '03 
were married July 14. UMMers in the 
wedding were parents Steve '73 and Sue 
(Rosenberg) Aagesen '73 and Mary 
(Piper) '72 and Ralph Huebner '71, 
attendants Larry Timmerman, Dan 
Erickson '98, Bret Aagesen, Ingrid 
Huseby, Rebekah Lind, and Megan 
Hanson '97, ushers Luke Jost and Wade 
Bronson. Heather works at the Center for 
Small Towns at UMM, and Jon is a stu-
dent. 
Christina Elam is attending grad school 
at St. Cloud State University . 
Chelsey Grandstrand ofFridley teaches 
preschool at St. Philip' s Lutheran Church 
in Fridley. On weekends she attends 
Augsburg College for art education licen-
sure. 
"I am serving as a Peace Corps volunteer 
in Haiti, doing small business develop-
ment with a women's group of farmers," 
writes Kjersti Hanneman. "I welcome 
any letters. My new address is BP64, 
Jacmel, HAITI." 
Mark Haugen and Anna Oglesby '00 
were married January 13. They live in 
Morris. E-mail: haugenma@yahoo.com. 
seling Program," writes Rachel Karnitz. 
Kristin (Kaster) and Jeff "Lambo" 
Lamberty '99 were married July 7 in 
Meiningens Reunion Homecoming 2001: Sarah Nylander '98, Delores 
Lammers ( wife of Ray Lammers, former theater faculty), and Tap Payne, 
theater faculty. 
Amy Johnson writes: "I graduated in 
2000 with a degree in community health 
education. I live in Duluth and love it." 
Lisa Lande teaches kindergarten at Lin-
coln Elementary in Anoka and lives in 
Coon Rapids. "E-mail me at 
lisa_lande@hotrnail.com." 
Wendy Mortensen of Scottsdale, Ariz., 
works at Compass Bank and is also a part-
time massage therapist. 
Brenda (Pohlmann) and Jeron Nathe 
were married September 8. They Ii ve near 
Melrose. Jeron is employed at his father's 
dairy farm, and Brenda is a teleservices 
manager with ARI Communications in 
Sauk Centre. 
"Greetings from Colorado. I teach seventh 
grade language arts and journalism. Brian 
Grev '00 and I came out together and enjoy 
hiking, climbing and skiing," writes 
KandeeNormandin. You can E-mail them 
at: soccerchunk@yahoo.com or 
briangrev@hotmail.com. 
Benjamin and Sara (Englund) Rossow 
'00 announce the birth of Emma Zoe born 
August 1. Sara is employed with Kinship 
North, an elementary school program, 
and Benjamin teaches high school En-
glish. The Rossows live in Bemidji . E-
mail them at sara_rossow@hotmail.com. 
Class of '00 
Chad Braegelmann is head women' s 
volleyball coach and recreation coordina-
tor at Colby-Sawyer College in New Lon-
don, N .H. 
Erin Costanzo is a graduate student at 
the University of Iowa. She can be con-
tacted at erin@sitespark.com. 
Katey Ehrenberg of Fargo, N.D. , has 
started a master's degree in English at 
North Dakota State University. Contact 
Katey at kate_berg@hotrnail.com. 
Alec and Aubrey (Lloyd) Elness were 
married May 5. They live in St. Charles. 
Alec has returned to school to study law 
enforcement. Contact them at 
aubrey_elness@hotmail.com. 
Heather Haavisto lives in Manhattan, 
Kansas, and is a case manager for Big 
Brothers and Big Sisters. 
"I am attending graduate school at Min-
nesota State University Mankato and am 
enrolled in the Professional School Coun 
Maple Grove. Other UMMers involved 
in the wedding were bridesmaids Leah 
Beiswenger and Terra Miller, grooms-
man Aaron Dressen, ushers Kyle Barina 
and Chris Murray '01, guest book atten-
dants Nie McPhee and Sue Gilbert, and 
lector Scott Lewandowski. Kristin and 
Jeff live in Atlanta, Ga., and would love to 
hear from any alumni nearby. E-mail 
Kristin at kklamberty@hotmail.com and 
Lambo at j_lamberty@hotmail.com. 
Terra Miller attends Central Michigan 
University and is working on a master's 
degree in business administration. She 
lives in Mt. Pleasant, Mich. 
Grant Swenson writes: "I'm living in 
Buffalo, teach high school social studies 
in Foley, and coach basketball and golf. 
E-mail: grantswenson@yahoo.com." 
Class of '01 
Lori Buchheim attends the University of 
Minnesota Law School. 
James Horsman teaches eighth grade 
geography at West Middle School in the 
Wayzata School District. 
Kelly Kiffmeyer sees her work at Alli-
ance Technical Services in Eden Prairie 
as a clear example of UMM building a 
strong community. A software develop-
ment company started in 1998, it is home 
to several former UMM students. Among 
them are Scott Kimlinger '91, vice presi-
dent of information systems ; Andy 
Flemming '92, project manager; Matt 
Kiffmeyer '97, Nathan Brewster '99, 
Mitch Reierson '97, Sarah (Retka) 
Rothstein '98, and Tom Lien '01 as 
software engineers; Jeremy Lopez '97, 
information systems engineer, and Kelly 
as executive assistant. 
To submit an item for Class Notes , 
send to: 
Vivian Heltemes, Alumni Relations, 
UMM, 123 HFA; 
Morris, MN 56267-2134 or e-mail: 
<alumni@caa.mrs.umn.edu>. 
Let us hear from you! 
Next Class Notes deadline is 




Suitcase self portraits were one student section's contribution to this 
year's First Year Seminar Jamboree held November 29. Faculty Jess 
Larson's and Jenny Nellis' art sections considered the themes of 
identity, cultural heritage, ideas of the future, and self exploration. 
Then the students re-designed the exteriors and interiors of the 
suitcases to illustrate their concepts of presenting an image of 
themselves at an important time of transition. Pictured is FYS 
student, Jessica "Dez" Sefah, Chicago. Read more about UMM's 
First Year Seminar on page eight. 
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